












Year Ending December 31, 1959
Also
Officers of School District




In this year 1960 when we celebrate the 200th
Anniversary of the founding of Amherst, it is also fitting
to dedicate this Town Report to Harold H. Wilkins, Sr.
For the past 30 years he has been a faithful servant
of our community not only by his work in Scouting,
Parent-Teachers Association and the Congregational
Church, but also as the guiding hand of our Town
Meetings and in selecting citizens to serve on the Ways
and Means Committee.
We take this opportunity to give heartfelt thanks
for his long, loyal and faithful service.
In Meinoriatn
RALPH CLAUDE BILLS
Born in Amherst, New Hampshire, May 23, 1889
Died June 24, 1959
Served as Selectman 1934-1949
Representative in the General Court of N. H.
1939-1945
Member of Lawrence Engine Company
Past President of Men's Club
GEORGE ALFRED KNIGHT
Born in North Berwick, Maine, November 22, 1884
Died September 30, 1959
Served as Selectman 1956-1957
As a member of Zoning Board 1947-1952
Supervisor of Check List 1953-1955
Past President of Men's Club
Td like to think xchcn life is done
That I had filled a needed post;
That here and there I'd paid mi/ fare.
With more than idle talk or boast;
That I had taken oifts divine.
The breath of life and manhood fine.
And tried to use them now and then
In serviee to mi/ fellow men.
I'd like to think that here and there.
When I am oone there shall remain
A happier spot that might have not
Existed had I lived for gain;
That someone's cheeri/ voice and smile
Shall prove that I have been worthwhile
That I have paid tvith something fine.
My debt to God for life divine.


























Zoning — Administrative Official 53
School District Colored Pages
Village District 61-64
TOWN OFFICERS - 1959
Moderator
Harold H. Wilkins, Sr. (resigned June 1959)
A. M. Wight
Selectmen
Rae Comerford, 1 year
Allen D. Howard, 2 years
Hermon W. Anderson, 3 years
Treasurer Highway Agent
Catherine A. Kruger Richard G. Crocker
Town Clerk ,„
Constable
Catherine A. Kruger ^^^^'^ "• J^"^"^^
Auditors
Tax Collector Orson H. Bragdon
Barbara H. Landry George H. Howard
Supervisors of the Checklisis
Frank L. Pearson
Walter D. Wiggin Donald O. Young
Sexton of Cemeteries Civil Defense Director
Clarence H. Hagar Rae Comerford
Fire Wards Trustees of Trust Funds
Gordon P. Bowler, Chief Meric G. Arnold, 1 year
Edward
J.
Marchildon, 1st Assistant Edward A. Conti, 2 years
Robert F. Locke, 2nd Assistant Henry F. Merrill, 3 years
Library Trustees
Henry F. Merrill 1 year




Lucy Richardson 2 years
Elizabeth G. Hall 3 years
Howard L. Husmer 3 years
Zoning Officials
Administrative Official and Building Inspector
Allen D. Howard
Board of Adjusiment
Hibbert V. Miles 1 year
Allen D. Howard 2 years
Fred Vatcher 3 years
John C. DuflF 4 years





At the Town Hall 2nd and 4th Friday evenings
from 7:30 p. m. to 9:00 p. m.
Tax Collector
Office at home — Mack Hill Road, Monday, Wed-
nesday and Friday 10:00 a. m. to 2:00 p. m.
Also every 2nd and 4th Fridays at Town Hall, 7:30
p. m.
Town Clerk and Treasurer
Every Monday evening 5:00 to 8:00 p. m.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 9:00
a. m. - 1:30 p. m.




The State of New Hampshire
Town Meeting and Primary Election
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Amherst in the Coun-
ty of Hillsboro in said state quahfied to vote
in Town Affairs:
Polls to open at 10:00 a. m. and close at 7:00 p. m.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in
said Amherst on Tuesday, the eighth day of March
next, at eight of the clock in the afternoon to act upon
the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
ensuing year and the ensuing three years.
2. To raise such sums of money as mav be neces-
sary to defray town charges for the ensuing year and
make appropriations of the same.
8. To see if the Town will vote to give the Select-
men and the Town Treasurer authority to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes,
4. To see if the Town will vote to allow a discount
of 1/2% on 1960 property taxes paid by May 1st, 1960.
Any person paying on their 1960 property tax an
amount equal to 807' of their 1959 property tax to be
allowed iV-i'/^ discount on their 1960 property tax bill
if paid in full by December 1, 1960.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $100.00 to purchase advertising space
in the 1961 Guide of the Merrimack Valley Region, or
act in relation thereto.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate $1500.00 to continue the plan started in 1956
for the improvement of roads.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate $1000.00 to add to the Capital Reserve fund
for the ultimate purchase of a fire truck when the 1945
truck is no longer suitable for use.
8. To see if the Town will vote to accept from the
Amherst Men's Club the balance in its treasury, to be
used for the purpose of purchasing a new curtain for
stage of the Amherst Town Hall.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
appropriate the sum of $1000.00 to defray the expenses
to be incurred in connection with the celebration of
the 200th Anniversarv of the Town which occurs in
1960.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate $477.25 to replace tractor mower. (The old
machine to be traded in).
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $1500.00 for the purpose of rais-
ing the grade of the land on the west side of the
Meadow View cemetery. (Requested by Sexton).
12. To see if the Town will vote to adopt tlie non-
partisan ballot system for the election of town officers
as provided in Chapter 59 of the statutes.
13. To see if the Town will vote to amend the
Zoning ordinance to require a fee of one dollar to
be paid to the Administrative Official at the time a re-
quest for a building permit is submitted; the fee to
be retained by the Administrative Official in payment
for his services.
14. To see if the Town will vote to purchase land,
now owned by Elna Howard, adjoining the Meadow
View Cemetery on the Northeast, for the sum of $1500,
or take any action thereto.
15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to dispose of the two old safes in the Select-
men's office, or take any action thereto.
16. To see if the Town will vote to increase the
annual salary of the Fire Chief from $25 to $50, and
that of the Fire Warden from $25 to $50.
17. To see if the Town will vote to adopt a plan for
extending to employees of the Town the benefits of title
II of the Federal Social Security Act (Old Age, Survi-
vors and Disability Insurance) as authorized by Chap-
ter 101 of the Revised Statutes Annotated Amended by
Chapter 301 and 332 of the Laws of 1955 and to raise
and appropriate the sum of $700 to defray the Town's
share of the cost thereof.
(The following three Articles are dependent upon
favorable action on Article 17)
18. To see if the Town wishes to exclude from the
plan services in any class or classes of positions filled
by popular election.
19. To see if the Town wishes to exclude from the
plan services in any class or classes of positions the
compensation for which is on a fee basis.
20. If a plan for Social Security coverage is adopt-
ed, to see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
execute on behalf of the Town the necessary agree-
ment with the State of New Hampshire to carry into
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eflFect the plan and to see if the Town will designate the
Town Treasurer as the officer to be responsible for the
administration of the plan.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $500.00 for the purpose of
adequately furnishing the Selectmen's Office and Muni-
cipal Court Room (one and the same room) to bring
the facilities of the Municipal Court up to the minimum
stardards recommended by the Judiciary Advisory Com-
mittee of the State. (By Request)
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate $500.00 to purchase replacement tires for
Fire Department trucks ($200.00) and an overhead
door on the Fiie Station ($300.00 installed). (By Re-
quest )
23. To see if the Town will vote the following
amendments, or any of them, to the Zoning Ordinance
of Amherst, New Hampshire, as presently amended.
a. Article 1, Section 2, be hereby amended by add-
ing paragraph (g) as follows:
g. No new dwelling shall be erected or construct-
ed, on a lot of land havin<j; less than 150 feet of
frontage on the principal route of access to the
lot, nor on a lot having less than 30,000 square feet
of area.
b. Article 1, Section 3, be hereby amended by add-
ing paragraph (d) as follows:
d. No new dwelling shall be erected or construct-
ed, on a lot of land having less than 150 feet of
frontage on the principal route of access to the lot,
nor on a lot having less than 30,000 square feet
of area.
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c. Article 1, Section 3, be hereby amended by
adding paragraph (e) as follows:
e. Every new building shall be set back from the
front property line not less than thirty feet, or such
distances as shall conform to the line of existing
buildings on adjacent property; and the side of
any building facing the front property line shall
be parallel thereto. All new buildings shall be set
back at least fifteen feet from the side and rear
of property lines.
d. Article 1, be hereby amended by adding Sec-
tion 4 as follows:
Section 4: All areas not covered and/or included
in Section 2 (Village District) and Section 3
(Roadside District) shall enjoy the following
regulations and restrictions:
A. No land in said district shall be used for a
dump, or for a commercial trailer park, or for the
location of a trailer for residential purposes, or the
storage of abandoned xehicles or discarded ma-
terials of any kind, nor used in a manner that is
disorderly, unsightl)-, noxious, or detrimental to
the public, or prejudicial to the general welfare.
B, No signs shall be permitted except the fol-
lowing: Federal, Town and State directional and
regulatory signs; historic signs; and those signs
used to advertise the profession or goods dealt
in by the owner or occupant of the property on
which placed. No sign or group of signs shall ex-
ceed twelve square feet, outside dimensions and
shall not be placed so as to obstruct the view of
the highway.
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C. Any person wishing to erect a new building,
addition to present building, establish new busi-
ness, or erect signs, shall first receive a written
pemiit from the Administrative Official.
D. No new dwelling shall be erected or construct-
ed, on a lot of land having less than 150 feet of
frontage on the principal route of access to the lot,
nor on a lot having less than 30,000 square feet of
area.
E. Every new building shall be set back from
the front property line not less than thirtv feet, or
such distances as shall conform to the line of ex-
isting buildings on adjacent property; and the side
of any building facing the front property line
shall be parallel thereto. All new buildings shall
be set back at least fifteen feet from the side and
rear of property lines.
e. Article 2 be herebv amended by deleting the
period after the word ordinance in line "4" of said
article and adding thereafter the words "as provided
in Chapter 31, Section 88 of the New Hampshire Re-
vised Statutes Annotated, 1955, as amended. Anv per-
son, firm or corporation violating any of the provisions
of this ordinance shall for each violation upon convic-
tion thereof, pay a fine of not less than ten dollars and
not more than twent)'-five dollars. Each day that a
violation is permitted to exist shall constitute a separ-
ate offense." (By Petition)
24. To see if the Town will vote to accept approx-
imately 2700 feet of road, with a 50-foot right of way,
to be constructed with gravel, culverts, in accordance
with specifications of the State Engineer, Amherst
Road Agent and the Selectmen of Amherst, said road
to begin opposite Heatons' house and extend approx-
imately 2700 feet in a semi-circle. (By Request)
12
25. To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.
'to*
Given under our hands and seal this 12th day of







ZONING ORDINANCE OF AMHERST, N. H.
Section 2
The VILLAGE DISTRICT shall enjoy the following regulations
and restrictions.
A. It shall be a district of residences, except that established
businesses may remain in their present locations, or may relocate
vvitliin said District in locations approved by tlie Board of Adjust-
ment: and new business may be allowed to locate on land in said
District only after having appealed to and received from the Board
of Adjustment written approval of the establishment of such business.
Such business, however, shall be of a nature which is not detri-
mental to the general welfare, nor contrary to the general intent
and purpose of diis ordinance.
B. No building at present standing shall house more than three
families as permanent residents, and no new buildings shall be erected
to liouse more than two families as permanent residents. A family
shall be considered permanent when it has used any building con-
tinuously for a period of six months.
C. No land in said district shall be used for a dump, or for a
commercial trailer park or for the location of a trailer for residential
purposes, or the storage of abandoned vehicles or discarded materials
of any kind; nor used in a manner that is disorderly, unsightly,
noxious, or detrimental to the public, or prejudicial to the general
welfare.
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D. No signs shall be permitted except tlie following: Federal.
Town and State directional and regulatory signs; historic signs; and
those signs used to advertise tlie profession or goods dealt in by the
owner or occupant of the property on which placed. No sign or
group of signs shall exceed twelve square feet outside dimensions
and shall not be placed so as to obstruct the view of the highway.
E. Every new building shall be set back from the front property
line not less than thirty feet, or such distances as shall conform
to the line of existing buildings on adjacent property; and the side of
anv l)uilding facing the front property line shall be parallel thereto.
All new buildings shall be set back at least fifteen feet from the side
and rear of property lines.
F. Any person wishing to erect a new building, addition to
present building, establish new business, or erect signs, shall first
receive a written permit from the Administrative Official.
Section 3
The ROADSIDE DISTRICT shall enjoy the following regulations
and restrictions:
A. No land in said district shall be used for a dump, or for a
commercial trailer park, or for the location of a trailer for residential
purposes, or the storage of abandoned vehicles or discarded materials
of any kind, nor used in any manner that is disorderly, unsightly,
noxious, or detrimental to the public, or prejudicial to the general
welfare.
B. No signs shall bo permitted except the following: Federal,
Town and State directional and regulatory signs; historic signs; and
those signs used to advertise the profession or goods dealt in by
the owner or occupant of the property on which placed. No sign
or group of signs shall exceed twelve square feet outside dimensions
and shall not be placed so as to obstruct the view of the highway.
C. Any person wishing to erect a new building, addition to
present building, establish new business, or erect signs, shall first
receive a written permit from the Administrative Official.
ARTICLE 2.
Upon any well founded information that this ordinance is being
violated, the Administrative Official shall on his own iniative take
immediate steps to enforce the provisions of this ordinance.
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BUDGET
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the Ensuing Year
January 1, 1960 to December 31, 1960.
Compared with
Estimated and Actual Revenue, Appropriations and Expenditures




Interest and dividends tax
Railroad tax
Savings bank tax
Reimbursement a/c Head tax
Reimbursement a/c State lar
Use of Grader
Summer maintenance
For fighting forest fires
From Local Sources Except Taxes:
700.00
Estimated
From Local Taxes Other Than
Property Taxes:
(a) Poll taxes—regular @$2 1,568.00 1,570.00
(b) National bank stock taxes 70.00 80.70
(c) Yield taxes 1,871.24
Total revenue from all sources
except property taxes $31,376.00 $50,685.06 $29,926.00
1,500.00
70.00
Amount to be Raised by






Town officers' salaries $
Town officers' expenses
Election and registration exp.
Municipal court expenses
Expenses town hall and other
town bldgs. and clock
Protection of Persons and Property
Police department
Fire dept. and hydrant rental
Moth Exterm.—Blister rust and
care of trees





Damage by dogs (see below)
Civil defense
Health:
Health dept., including hospitals
Vital statistics
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Forest fires and hydrant rental 5,800 00








Dump and garbage collection
Town Road Aid
Town maintenance (summer $8000)
(winter $9600)
Street lighting
General Expenses of Highway Dept.
Libraries
Old Age Assistance
Public Relief (Town poor $1000)
(Soldiers' aid $500)
Memorial Day, Vet. Assoc, Old Home Day
Parks & playgrounds, including band concerts
Article 6 — Road Improvement
Cemeteries
Repair and paint Common fence
Damages and legal exp. (inch dog damage)
Repairs — Town Hall
Purchase Fire Dept. equipment
Snow plow blade
Payment on debt (principal $7000)
(interest $875)











Interest and dividends tax
Railroad tax
Savings bank tax
Reimbursement a c State and
Federal lands
Revenue from vield tax sources
Doe licenses
Fines and forfeits—municipal court
Rent of town property
and equipment
Income from trust funds
Motor Vehicle permit fees
Total Revenues and Credits
Plus overlay
Net Amount to be raised bv Taxation $221,611 18
Less: 784 of poll taxes at '$2 $1,568 00
National bank stock taxes 70 00
1,638 00
Amount to be raised by property taxes $219,973 18
Taxes to be Committed to Collector:
Propertv Taxes
Town $ 62,172 81
School 157,800 37
$219,973 18





In hands of treasurer $15,178 35
Capital Reserve Funds:
Grader Fund 3,696 74
Fire Truck Fund 1,000 00
Unredeemed Taxes:
(b) Levy of 1958 920 27
(c) Levy of 1957 871 17
(d) Previous Years 47 09
Uncollected Taxes:
(a) Levy of 1959 32,443 30
(b) Levy of 1958 23 52
(c) Levy of 1957 19 04
(e) State Head Taxes-Levy of 1959 1,190 00
Total Assets $55,389 48
Net Debt - December 31, 1958 $247 76
Net Surplus - December 31, 1959 $10,911 59
Increase of Surplus $10,663 83
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Art. 7 — Repair of Common fence S 245 94
Art. 8 - Renovation of Town Hall 548 06
Due to State:
(a) State Head Taxes - 1959
(Uncollected $1190) (Collected-not
remitted to State Treas. $35) 1,225 00
(b) Yield Tax — Bond & Debt Retirement
(Uncollected $95.88) (Collected-not
remitted to State Treas. $344.63) 440 51
Due to School Districts:
Balance of Appropriation 14,321 64
Capital Reserve Funds 4,696 74
23
Long Term Notes Outstanding:
Souhegan Nat. Bank - Bridge Rte. 122 15,000 00
Souhegan Nat. Bank - Grader 8,000 00
Total Liabilities $44,477 89
Excess of assets over liabilities (Surplus) 10,911 59
Grand Total $55,389 48
STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
Town of Amherst
December 31, 1959
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description
1. Town hall, lands and buildings
Furniture and equipment
2. Libraries, lands and buildings
Furniture and equipment
3. Police department, lands & bldgs.
Equipment
4. Fire department, lands and buildings
Equipment
5. Highway department, lands and bldgs
Equipment
6. Parks, commons and playgrounds
9. Schools, lands and buildings
Equipment
10. Dumps
11. All lands and buildings acquired
through Tax Collector's deeds:
Harding & Cassidy lot, 2 acres
Whitmore lot
Proctor lot, 25 acres
Winslow lot, 9 acres
Goodwin building
Chandler lot
Gelinas lot, 5 acres

















49 ('58) Auto permits Jan. 1-Mar. 31, '59 $ 195 28














State Head Taxes Committed to Collector:








TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT - 1959
Cash on hand January 1, 1959 $15,636 13
Received from:
Barbara H. Landry, Tax Collector 239,509 19
Cadierine A. Kruger, Town Clerk:
Auto permit fees $13,772 77



















Donat Corriveau overpa^Tnent 12 76
72 76
Total Receipts $286,672 32
On hand January 1959 15,636 13
Total 8302,308 45
Less Selectmen's orders paid 287,130 10
Balance - December 31, 1959 $ 15,178 35




Selectmen (3) $1050 00
Tax Collector 650 00
Treasurer and Clerk 400 00
Trustee of Trust Fund 75 00




Payments to officers $1281 03
Supplies and equipment 199 89
Insurance 19 25
81,500 17
Fire Department (including Hydrant Rental)
Appropriation $5,800.00
Expended:
Repairs and supplies $1399 94
Insurance 551 93
Fire Station heat, light & tel. 863 08
Fire bills 2380 00





Pruning and spraying $1058 00
Removal of trees and brush 813 00






























Groceries and rent $403 77
























Souhegan Nursing Association $200 00
Damages and Legal Expenses
Appropriation $250.00
Expended:
Town Counsel $100 00





Town Clerk $739 00
Temporary Loans
Expended:




Souhegan National Bank $7,000 00
Taxes Bought By Town
Expended:
Tax Collector $3,450 13
Abatements
Expended $218 20
Trustees of Trust Funds
Expended:








State of New Hampshire
Head Tax
Expended:
State of New Hampshire












Article 7. Paint and Repair Fence
Appropriation $500.00
Expended:



















Septic tank installation 220 44
$452 94
Article 9. Purchase Ladders & Tires for Fire Truck
Appropriation $600.00
Expended:




Article 10. Establish Capital Reserve
Fund for Fire Truck
Appropriation $1,000.00
Expended:
Trustees of Trust Funds $1,000 00
Article 11. Purchase of Snow Plow
Appropriation $750.00
Expended:
E. C. Hazelton $600 00
Amherst School District
Expended:
Bal. of 1958-59 Appropriation $ 21,000 00




REPORT OF HIGHWAY AGENT
The following is a summarized report of this De-
partment's activities during the past year.
(1.) Winter Maintenance $13,330.11. Your High-
way Department experienced very severe ice conditions
last winter making it necessary to salt and sand roads
many times. Because of this we purchased $2,344.38
worth of salt as compared to $849.50 in 1958. During
the week of January 23, 1959 it was necessary to sand
about fifty miles of road at a cost of $1,461.35. We
also had numerous culverts which froze and required
the service of a steam jenny to thaw out.
A breakdown of Winter Maintenance Expenses are:
Labor — 24 men, 1 foreman $3,266.82; hired equip-
ment — 11 trucks, 2 tractors, 1 loader $5,403.00; salt
and sand - $2,609.38; repairs - $2,050.91.
(2.) Summer Maintenance $8,817.70. This pro-
gram included grading thirt\'-four gravel roads several
times, cutting back banks, spot graveling, replacing
culverts, replacing one stone bridge, setting posts and
signs. Also included in the program is the mainte-
nance of shoulders on all our black roads and cutting
brush on all roads. Again we were able to use tractor
mowers to cut the majoritv of the brush. Cost of pro-
gram: brush - $3,502.4L spot graveling - $891.38,
culverts — $839.50, grading and all other work —
$3,584.11.
(3.) Oiling $9,102.44. Under this program ap-
proximately sixteen miles of road were surface treated
at a cost of $7,340.38. Also included is the patching
of approximately thirtv-nine miles of roads at a cost
of $1,762.06.
(4.) T. R. A. Program. Work was completed on
three thousand feet of the road from John's past Gills
to Route 101. We have started a new long range pro-
gram that includes work on the Brook Road, Hubbard's
Road, North Street and the road by John Schell's.
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Moiie)' spent on these roads in 1959 was $9,970.80.
Work done was cutting trees, cutting brush, blasting,
cutting banks, etc. This work will be continued until
the roads are completed. It was necessar\ to get fifteen
land easements to make this program possible. Coop-
eration of the landowners is appreciated.
(5.) Article Six of the 1959 Warrant. The money
for this article was spent cutting banks on two narrow
stretches of road; one from Buttricks to Gleason's on
the Lake Road and below the Hartshorn farm on Chris-
tian Hill for about 200 feet; the cost of which was
$992.55.
The grader spent about 1100 hours working on our
own roads this year and we also were able to rent it
at various times during the summer. A profit of
$1,405.80 was added to the Grader Fund this vear as






Hired equipment $151 80
Labor 247 70
$399 50
Article 6. Road Improvement Program
Appropriation $1,000.00





Repairs and supplies S125 57




Highway Department General Expense
Appropriation $800.00
Insurance on men and grader $554 84





O. F. Merrill, xMC 3 asphalt 46 93
Wilko Jokinen MC 3 asphalt 41 60
65 00
Dog complaints, such as stray dogs, dogs killed
by motor vehicles, dogs disposed of by police,
dog bite cases, etc. 40
False fire alanii 1
Attended Governor's Conference on Driver
Training 1
This department has been very busy this past year
due to increased traffic, and it would appear that con-
ditions will require a greater amount of time on patrol
work. The U. S. Air Force Satellite Tracking Station
being built will continue to cause us a headache due
to the influx of both construction workers and person-
nel at the base located on Chestnut fiill. The juvenile
problem has caused us to spend a greater amount of
time and money than in past years, but we hope to
get the continued help and cooperation of parents and
citizens in this important work. The facilities at Ba-
boosic Lake were enjoyed by more people than ever,
and next summer is expected to equal this record. Our
department extends thanks to Lt. Conti, Corporal Mc-
Bain, Trooper Trentini and all other state troopers who
have assisted us, and Motor Vehicle Inspector Landry,
Chief Rockwell and members of the Milford Police
Department for their cooperation and fine assistance
during 1959.
The raincoats and boots purchased this year have
been appreciated very much by the men in this de-
partment. It will be necessary to ask for a higher
budget for 1960 because of the extra work that is
expected, including a considerable amount of police
work during the 200-vear celebration and the greater
cost of all supplies, also because of an adjustment in
the wages of the men of this department.
In 1960 let us strive to cut the terrible traffic toll
by observing the traffic rules and regulations. "Slow




AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT - 1959
In 1959 the Amherst Fire Department had 35 calls








Members of the Lawrence Engine Company raised
funds for the purchase of a two-way radio, to be lo-
cated in the firehouse and used for Civil Defense,
Police and Fire Department business. It has been in
operation since October.
Amherst citizens have learned during the past year
that fires can take lives as well as property. Life can-
not be replaced, property can.
Children playing with matches was the known cause
of four fires. This is way above average for a town
of our size. Keep matches where they cannot be found
bv small children. This will save us a lot of trouble




Fire Prevention Is Everybody's Business
The year 1959 was fortunate from a forest fire stand-
point. New Hampshire had the best record in the
nation. Fewer acres were burned, suppression costs
were substantiallv reduced and damage to woodlands
held to a minimum. The record resulted from a com-
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bination of favorable weather conditions, an alert
warden service and a cooperating public.
Yet, despite all this, there still persists a disturbing
note.
58 7( , or 6 out of every 10 fires in 1959 were caused
by careless smokers and debris burners.
10% , or 1 out of every 9 fires was caused bv chil-
dren.
Careless, indifferent, thoughtless and independent
minded individuals and failure of parents to properly
supervise children and keep matches out of their reach,
annually cause these unnecessary fires which cost large
sums to extinguish and cause extensive damage. The
elimination of these three causes of fires would radically
change this picture. The rules are simple —
1. Before burning, secure a permit from your local
forest fire warden — the law requires it.
2. Be sure to properlv supervise your burning.
3. Make certain your fire is DEAD OUT before
leaving it.
4. Don't throw lighted matches, cigars and cigar-
ettes from moving vehicles — use your ash tray.
5. Don't burn at home. Use your town dump and
save yourself much possible dilficultv, both personal
and financial.
Number of local fires 10
Number of acres burned 16







Amherst is quite on the map with the Satelhte Track-
ing Project. Some day maybe dignitaries may ride
over our Chestnut Hill roads by our Chestnut Hill
Cemetery. Now we can be proud that an old blue-
berry pasture of a cemetery is all graded and grassed
over and mowed, making a tidy piece of property,
with an expense roughly of $366^60' for 1959 ($135.00
for 1958).
Attention
Our greatest problem now is a \'illage cemetery.
The Committee has not been able to locate a desirable
field that is dry and sandy as yet. Something has got
to be done pretty soon. Your Sexton has looked over
the lower part of the land purchased quite a few years
ago that is below the tool house. Last Fall the land
was about as full of water as any Spring freshet, and
I find that it needs about four feet of fill at the low-
est end and less as it nears the tool house. We are
having the trees cut down next to the Jacobson prop-
erty and if this land could be used there are about
60 lots.
Furthermore mv suggestion would be to buy the
Elna Howard field for future addition to the Meadow
View Cemetery. (For benefit of those not acquainted
with this piece of land, it joins Meadow View on the
northeast.) If this is sold as a house lot at any time,
in a few years the town will be confronted with a
worse problem. I understand this can be purchased
for $1500.00. At present a near-by resident is request-
ing $4000.00 for burial privileges on this land.
We haven't sold any lots to non-residents for two
years on account of the shortage but have sold eight
lots to townspeople this past year.





REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
For the Year Ending December 31, 1959
Accrued Interest on hand Jan. 1, 1959
Souhegan National Bank $ 559 21
Manchester Sa\ings Bank 3,024 74
FideHty Fund ' 2,000 22
Dividends and interest received in 1959 3,208 11
$8,792 28
Expenditure in 1959 $2,098 18
Accrued Interest on hand Dec. 31, 1959
Souhegan National Bank 350 76
Manchester Savings Bank 4,343 12
Fidelity Fund 2,000 22
$8,792 28
Grader Fund
On hand Jan. 1, '59: Manchester Sav. Bank $2,213 25
Deposit in 1959 1,405 80
Interest earned in 1959 77 69
$3,696 74
Capital Reserve for Fire Truck
Deposit in 1959 $1,000 00











































Age and the Dutch Elm Disease continued to take
their toll last year of our Maples and Elms in the Vil-
lage. However, we were fortunate that onlv a few of
our larger Elms were condemned.
The Dormant and Cover Sprays in the Spring by
the Town and most private property owners continues
to hold the Dutch Elm Disease in check as much as is
possible.
Cutting and removal of condemned trees remain
the largest single expense.
Replanting now is the key for the future of Am-
herst — both for maintaining its desirable colonial at-
mosphere and its ground water-level.
We urge all property owners to watch carefuUv the
condition of their trees — and welcome anv opportuni-




ROBERT W. SEAMANS, Chr.
January 20, 1960
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REPORT OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICIAL
OF ZONING ORDINANCE AND BUILDING
REGULATIONS
During the year of 1959, there were 25 apphcations
for the erection or alteration of buildings and erection
of signs within the town covered by the Zoning Ordi-
nance and Building Regulations on which permits were
issued as follows:
Dwelling houses 11










We request an appropriation for 1960 of $2500.,
an increase of $300 over the $2200 requested for 1959.
The reasons for this increase are:
(1) The hours during which the librar\^ is open
have been: Tuesdays 10-12 (while school is in session)
and 2-5, Fridays 2-5 and 7-9. A desire has been ex-
pressed that the library should be open two evenings
a week for the period that the schools are in session
and it is proposed to do that. The extra costs of doing
this are estimated to be: Librarian's salary $100, lights
$20 and fuel $30.
(2) The lawn in front of the library is in very poor
condition, also there is need of a sign giving better
indication that our building is the library and stating
the hours during which it is open. With the year 1960
as the Anniversary year, these two things should be
53
tended to. We ha\'e therefore asked for an increased
amount for "building and grounds" of $50.
(3) In 1957, we placed our orders for magazines
on a three year basis, spreading that cost over 1957
and 1958. There was an expenditure under that head-
ing in 1959 of only $6. In 1960, we shall need an amount
of at least $100.




ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE
AMHERST TOWN LIBRARY
In compliance with New Hampshire Revised Sta-
tutes Annotated (202:10 and 202:11) we give our annual
report of the trustees:
Financial Report — The report of our treasurer on
the general operating account and on the Mary B. Up-
ham Fund is appended hereto.
Improvements to Buildings and Grounds. The 24
roller shades which were so dried out as to be brittle
and dirty, were replaced by new green and white
shades. Wall plugs were installed in the two north
rooms; also two lights and a wall plug were installed in
the basement. We propose during this year to replace
the lawn in front of the building by a new one and to
place a sign near the road to more clearly mark the li-
brary and to state the hours during which it is open.
Insurance. Fire insurance and public liability in-
surance for the library are now included in policies
carried by the Town on all town buildings with the ex-
ception of the school buildings.
Evening Hours. The evening hours during which
the library is now open are only on Fridays. It is pro-
posed to open the library on a second evening early in
the week during the school xedY.
Gift. The trustees acknowledge with thanks a fur-
ther gift from Mrs. Frederick W. Mosher of $500. This
has been placed with the Trustees of Trust Funds, the











The year 1959 comes to a close with one outstand-
ing feature of our Library, activity. Our circulation
has risen from 15,580 to 18^200, a jump of 2,620.
In March, National Library Week was observed
with many excellent exhibits of the work of our school
children. These were arranged by the pupils with the
help of their teachers. It proved very interesting to
the townspeople and I hope that again we may have
a similar display for our National Observance of Li-
brary Week.
Very attractive art posters have been displayed
throughout the year by the art teacher, Mr. Childs.
The Library appreciates his efforts.
Another activity that proved quite worthwhile and
also interesting was the summer vacation reading con-
test. Prizes were awarded to the two winners in which
27 young people took part.
If you will note in a previous report of your Library,
we are asking for an increase in funds. As our town
and schools continue to grow, more up-to-date material
must be made available to meet these demands. The
increase in the circulation bears this fact out.
This year we have begun the major task of re-cata-
loguing the entire library. This means many extra hours
of work. At the same time we are weeding out the very
old fiction and out-dated non-fiction books. Many of
these must be replaced at quite an expense.
We are very grateful to the following people for
their gifts of money, books and magazines during the
year:
Mrs. Frederick Mosher, Mr. Clea\eland Campbell,
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Wight, Amherst Historical Society,
Mr. and Mrs. Philip B. Holmes, Mrs. Carroll Chase,
Mrs. Norwin S. Bean, Pupils of the Amherst Schools,
Mrs, Guy Copeland, Mrs. Rufus Brown, Mr. Gordon
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Mann, Mrs. Arne Weimont, Mr. Shirley Carr, Mr.
Greeley Buchanan, Mr. Frank Pearson and Mrs. Rich-
ard Crocker.






Total number added 371
Circulation figures for the year are as follows:
Adult fiction 4093 Juvenile fiction 7932





In closing, I wish to thank Mrs. Robert Seamans
for the flowers and Christmas arrangements that she
has contributed to the Library and also to the trustees







January 1, 1959, cash on hand
Appropriation
Trust Funds — 1958 additional income
Trust Funds — part of 1959 income











December 31, 1959, cash on hand
$ 828 30
REPORT OF THE JUSTICES
OF THE AMHERST MUNICIPAL COURT
The case load of the Amherst Municipal Court more
than doubled during the past year. The Court handled
in excess of 160 cases in the regular course of business,
exclusive of juvenile matters. The tendency to larger
case loads is understood to be rather general through-
out the state and is not peculiar to this Court.
The justices have requested an appropriation for
certain facilities deemed necessary for the proper con-
duct of the future work of the Court. Among these
items are a state flag, a suitable bench from which to
conduct the work of the Court, a duplicating receipt
device and certain other items of a minor nature. These
items are considered necessary. A concerted effort is
being made by the Administrative Committee of the
Municipal Courts of New Hampshire to establish
standards for minimum acceptable Court Room condi-
tions. The items the Court proposes to acquire will
bring the facilities of the Amherst Municipal Court up









Balance on hand January 1, 1959 $ 90 37
Fines and fees collected 1,712 80
AMHERST VILLAGE DISTRICT
WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Amherst in the
County of Hillsboro in said State, quahfied
to vote in District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in
said Amherst on Friday, the 11th day of March next, at
eight of the clock in the afternoon, to act upon the
following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary District Officers for the
ensuing year.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be neces-
sary to defray town charges for the ensuing year and
make appropriations of the same.
3. To see if the Village District will vote to ex-
tend the Village District approximately 2700 feet over
a newlv laid out road, beginning opposite Heaton's
house and extending approximately 2700 feet in a semi-
circvdar direction, as appears on plan of said road, and
extend the water mains to serve the area within said
extension of the District, all in strict accordance with
the By Laws of the District.
4. To transact any other business which may legal-
ly come before said meeting.
Given under our hand and seal this 20th day of





Commissioners of Amherst Village District.





Commissioners of Amherst Village District.
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AMHERST VILLAGE DISTRICT
Your Village District continues to make steady
financial progress. Indebtedness has been reduced to
$113,000.00 on the system which cost approximately
$]57.()()0.00 to install 'in 1951.
Currently there are 158 subscribers as compared to
106 in 1951.'
The amount to be raised by precinct tax in 1960
will be $4490 compared to S4554 in 1959. Provision is
made in the 1960 budget for another $6,000.00 reduc-
tion in principal indebtedness. Our reserve has been
built up $2,000.00 in anticipation of major mainten-
ance items such as the painting of the tank.
Thanks largelv to the efforts of Supt. Marchildon
and Kruger vour district is being efficiently and eco-
nomicallv maintained.
We join with all the residents of the district in pay-
ing tribute to the late Carl Peterson for his faithful





AMHERST VILLAGE DISTRICT BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 1959
Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1959 $ 2,363 27
Accounts Receivable, including
December 31 bills 2,559 20
Total Current Assets $ 4,922 47
Water System:
Land and buildings $ 679 60
Wells, pumps, mains, etc. 150,252 71
$150,932 31
Fire alarm system 6,700 00
Total Fixed Assets 157,632 31
Total Assets $162,554 78
LIABILITIES
Bonds Payable $113,000 00






Estimates of Receipts and Expenditures for the Enruing Year
January 1, 1960 to December 31, 1960
Compared to
Estimated and Actual Receipts and Expenditures of the Previous




Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1959 $ 328.70 $ 328.70 $ 363.27
Reserve 1,000.00 1,000.00 2,000.00
Total $ 1,328.70 $ 1,328.70 $ 2,363.27
Income Water Service
prior year (4th quarter) S 2,705.76 $ 2,705.76 $ 2,559.20
Income Water Service
current -ear (1st 3 quarters) 2,900.00 3,562.61 3,000.00
Total Income Water Service $ 5,605.76 $ 6,268.37 $ 5,559.20
Hydrant rental 1,365.00 1,365.00 1,365.00
Precinct tax 4,554.24 4,554.24* 4,490.80
Total Receipts $12,853.70 $13,516.31 $13,778.27
EXPENDITURES
Bonds called and cancelled
Marriages Registered in the Town of Amherst, N. H.
For the Year Ending December 31, 1959
Births Registered in the Town of Arnherst, N. H.





























































































'lenry Ellis Harris, Jr.






























































Deaths Registered in the Town of Amherst, N. H.













































































































































Near a shady wall a rose once grew,
Budded and blossomed in God's free light,
Watered and fed by morning dew.
Shedding its sweetness day and night.
As it grew and blossomed fair and tall,
Slowly rising to loftier height
It came to a crevice in the wall,
Through which there shone a beam of light.
Shall claim of death cause us to grieve
And make our courage faint or fall?
Nay, let us faith and hope receive —
The rose still grows beyond the wall.
Al. Frink




WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE REPORT
The Ways and Means Committee has considered
each item in the Town and School Budgets and the
Warrants. We have conferred with the Selectmen, the
School Board, other Town officials, and department
representatives to enable us to make recommendations
both equitable and in the continued good interest of
the Town.
We sincerely appreciate the cooperation of these





We recommend approval of each item of the Town
Budget and offer comments on some of the items as
follows
:
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION EXPENSES:
This being a State and National election year, this item
must be increased.
EXPENSES, TOWN HALL AND OTHER TOWN
BUILDINGS: Since no special appropriation for the
Town Hall renovation is deemed necessary this year,
other than the $500 requested in Article 21, the $200
increase in this item is considered as a reasonable
amount needed to maintain the good state of repair
and appearance.
FIRE DEPT. AND HYDRANT RENTAL: Last
year's fire bill of $1990 was unusually high but increase
in this item in the Fire Dept. budget to an estimated
$1500 was considered to be prudent. This accounts
for the increase in the total budget. We trust the ex-
penditure may not be necessary.
LIBRARIES: Refer to the report of Trustees of the
Town Library. This extra evening a week, during the
school year, is particularly intended for the high school
students for research or reference work which cannot
be done during school hours. We do indeed recom-
mend the value of it.
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE: Without going into pub-
lication of names, our Selectmen have reason to expect
we will be called upon, or may be called upon, to
contribute an additional amount to this assistance ad-
ministered by the State. It should be remembered that




We recommend approval, although we feel even a
2% discount could be offered, which would be some-
what less futile and yet cost the Town less than it
pays in interest on money borrowed in anticipation
of taxes.
Article 5:
We recommend that no money be raised or appro-
priated for this purpose. Ways and Means Committees
of previous years have objected to this expenditure
as being of no significant value to the Town. We have
discovered no reason to change this view.
Article 6:
We recommend approval. It wiU be noted that this
special appropriation is $500 more than was appro-
priated in the last several years for this purpose. The
Road Agent proposed the elimination of a particu-
larly hazardous condition at the junction of two roads
in the vicinity of the Lake, involving a severe hump
and curve. The equipment and time needed to do
this job would reasonably require this additional ex-
penditure. However, we do not believe the appropria-
tion of this additional amount this year should be
considered a precedent for future road improvement
programs.
Article 7:
We recommend approval. We further recommend
that in the future this be entered as an item in the
budget entitled "Capital Reserve Fund - Fire Equip-
ment."
Article 8:
We recommend approval. The sum is approximate-
ly $210. Together with the unexpended portion of
last year's special appropriation for Town Hall reno-
vation, which was intended largely for renovation of
the stage area, including a new curtain, this should
be most welcome toward acquiring the long-overdue
new curtain.
Article 9:
Although the plans for the Anniversary Celebration
this year are apparently not progressed sufficiently
enough to determine just how much advance funds are
required, they do include a brochure or program and
we feel this amount should be raised and set aside
by the Selectmen as a working fund to initiate the
Celebration.
Article 10:
We recommend approval. Expenditures for repairs
to this mower have exceeded $200 in total for the past
two years and shut-down time is hampering the work.
Further breakdowns are inevitable and good economy
would dictate replacement.
Article 11:
We recommend that no money be raised or appro-
priated for this purpose this year. In its place we




We recommend approval, providing, of course, that
the amendment provisions contained in Article 4 of
the Zoning Ordinance are met by Town Meeting day.
Article 14:
We recommend approval. Since the Town has a
statutory obligation to furnish land for cemeteries and
this plot of land is offered at this time for what would
seem to be a reasonable price, we should take the
opportunity to secure it. The Sexton points out that
only about 15 lots are presently available. Only the
Lord knows how soon we may need more lots. Our
suggestion is to put off the filling of the land on the





We recommend approval. These two jobs require
considerable travel over the course of a year in other
than Fire Dept, vehicles and these increases will help
to compensate for out-of-pocket expenses.
Article 17:
We recommend that no money be raised or appro-
priated for this purpose.
Articles 18, 19, and 20:
Recommendation on these articles is contingent up-
on action taken on Article 17. Providing the Town
voted in favor of Article 17, we would recommend
approval of Articles 18, 19, and 20.
Article 21:
We recommend approval. The drive for law en-
forcement, especially on the highways, is bringing an
ever-increasing case load to our Municipal Court. To
avoid the stigma of "kangaroo," it is proposed to furnish
the Selectmen's Room (in this case serving also as our
Court) with a decent table (the "Bench"), sufficient
good chairs, State flag, and adequate lighting. We
also suggest the Moderator appoint the Justices to as-





In view of its far-reaching eflfect, we recommend
discussion of the proposal, but that no final action be
taken at this time. We suggest the appointment of a
Zoning Committee to study its full effect, hold a hear-
ing or hearings, and bring in a recommendation at a
special or adjourned Town Meeting.
Article 24:
We recommend approval of this article with the
inclusion of the words "at no expense to the town'*
inserted after the word "constructed." We repeat the
recommendation of the Ways and Means Committee,
with regard to Article 13 of the 1959 Town Warrant,
in that the functions of the Planning Board be defined to
include setting up and publishing regulations to cover
minimum standards for Road and Building construction.
SCHOOL WARRANT
Articles 1 Through 7:
No comment necessary.
Article 8:
We recommend approval of the School Budget and
offer the following comments on some of the items:
ADMINISTRATION: Items 2, 4, and 5 reflect Am-
herst's share in increased salaries and administrative
costs voted by the Supervisory Union. Item 3 reflects an
expected increase in enrollment of 34 pupils.
TEACHERS' SALARIES: The $1700 increase rep-
resents the planned 4% increase instituted two years
ago, applying to 9 of the 14 teachers.
SALARIES OF CUSTODIANS: An increase of $100
in the new Custodian's salary and the necessity of
providing janitor services at the Lunch Program in the
Town Hall at a cost of $288 accounts for the increase
in this item.
HEALTH SUPERVISION: Increase in this item re-
sults from increase in the District Nurse's salary to
which we contribute on the Union basis.
TUITION: An increase from $320 to $340 per pupil
in Milford's tuition rate, with an expected enrollment
of 132 pupils next year, plus $1000 for State wards,
accounts for this increase.
RETIREMENT: The increase in teachers' salaries
naturally leads to increase in retirement fund contri-
butions which are on a percentage basis.
ADDITIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS TO BUILD-
INGS: The decrease in this item is accounted for by
the fact that last year's budget included a non-recurring
item of $600 for a fence along the Clark School line.
This year's allotment will be used almost entirely for
continuance of the painting program, in and out.
NEW EQUIPMENT: Includes five new desks at $18
each, plus science equipment for which Federal funds
are available, which must be matched by local funds —
$610.
ESTIMATED OR ACTUAL RECEIPTS: The un-
usually high figure in this item is principally accounted
for by a credit of $8,000 in tuition charges due to 33
pupils dropping out of our school system.
Article 9:
At this writing, we have no figures available on
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Synopses of 1959 Meetings 38
AMHERST SCHOOL DISTRICT
School Officers - 1959-60
Mr. Prentice Shethar, school board Term Expires 1960
Mr. James Walker, school board Term Expires 1961
Mr. James Enright, school board Term Expires 1962
Mr. Harold C. Bowley
Miss Mabel I. ComioUy












School Calendar - 1959-60
Begin Close
Wed., Sept. 9, 1959 Wed., December 23, 1959
Monday, January 4, 1960 Friday, February 19, 1960
Monday, February 29, 1960 Friday, April 22, 1960
Monday, May 2, 1960 Approx. Fri., June 17, 1960
Holidays:
October 15-16 — Teachers' Convention
November 26-27 - Thanksgiving
School closes at 12:15 p. m. - November 25
May 30 — Memorial Day
School Calendar - 1960-61
Sept. 7 (Wed.) - Dec. 21 (Wed.) 74 days
(Nov. 24, 25)
Jan. 3 (Tues.) - Feb. 17 (Fri.) 34 days
Feb. 27 (Mon.) - Apr. 21 (Fri.) 40 days
May 1 (Mon.) - Approx. June 23 (Fri.) 37 days
(Memorial Day, May 30)
185 days
Schools close at 12:15 on November 23 — Teachers'
Convention,
October 20-21 — School will close to encourage
teachers to attend their Convention. The closing date
vv^ill be revised as the number of days for convention,
vv^orkshop, or bad weather is known. Under any con-
ditions, schools will close at the end of 180 pupil days.
WARRANT FOR ANNUAL SCHOOL MEETING
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School district in tlie Town
of Amherst quahfied to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall
in said district on the fourth day of March 1960, at eight
o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the following
subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the
School Board and Truant OflBcer, and fix the compen-
sation of any other ofiicers or agent of the district.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Com-
mittees, or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in
relation to any subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see what sum of money the district will raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
salaries of school district officials and agents, and for
the payment of statutory obligations of the district, and
to authorize the application against said appropriation
of such sums as are estimated to be received from the
state foundation aid fund together with other income;
the school board to certify to the selectmen the balance
between the estimated revenue and the appropriation,
which balance is to be raised by taxes by the Town.
9. To see what sum the district will vote to raise
and appropriate to convert the boiler at the Brick
School from coal to oil, adding the necessary controls to
make it automatic, and the storage tank.
10. To see if the district will vote to authorize
the school board to make application for and to accept,
on behalf of the district, any or all grants or other funds
for educational purposes which may now or hereafter
be forthcoming from the United States Government
or from the State of New Hampshire or from any other
source.
11. To see if the district will appoint a Committee
of at least five and not more than seven citizens to study
the advisability of building added facilities or trans-
ferring grades 7 and 8 to Nlilford on a tuition basis;
said committee to render their report to the School
Board prior to January 1, 1961.
12. To see if the district will vote to adopt the non-
partisan ballot system of electing its district officers as
provided in Chapter 59:73,77,79-86. R.S.A. of New
Hampshire.
13. To transact any other business which may le-
gally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands at said Amherst this 13th






NOTIFICATION OF SCHOOL ASSESSMENT, 1959
EXPENDITURES
Current Expenditures $148,921 98
Capital Outlay:
Additions and improvements 1,200 00
New equipment 630 00
Debt and interest 8,279 66
Special Appropriations:
Contingency 1,500 00
Preliminary planning 200 00
Deficiency 1,000 00
Total Appropriation $161,731 64
TOTAL RECEIPTS
Balance, June 30, 1959 (Est.)
Building Aid (Est.) $ 2,490 00
Trust Funds (Est.) 420 00
Contingency 1,500 00
Assessment Required to meet
School District Appropriation 157,321 64
Total Appropriation $161,731 64
I certify that the above is a correct statement of the
obligations authorized, and the amounts to be assessed
to meet statutory requirements and appropriations made
at the annual meeting of the School District of Am-
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(For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1958 to June 30, 1959)
CHARLOTTE M. DREYER, Treasurer,
In account with the School District of Amherst.
Dr.
ANNUAL
NARRATIVE REPORT OF THE SCHOOL ROARD
As we all know, the general inflationary cycle and
accompanying cost of living and doing business are still
with us. You will note in reviewing the school budget
that there are increases in many items but we have made
every effort within reason to keep expenses down.
In a response to a request of the Ways and Means
Committee, we have made a thorough study of the
merit system for paying teachers' salaries and its possi-
ble adaptability to Amherst. We do not recommend
it based on monetary rewards at the present time for
several reasons:
A. It is extremely difficult to devise a score sheet
that accurately reflects the range of excellence of the
various teaching skills.
B. If it is not properly applied, it discriminates
against the average teacher by being used in conjunc-
tion with an inadequate salary schedule.
C. A review of the history of merit systems shows
that in the past 25 years, all have been rejected within
five years except for one.
D. Complete cooperation of faculty and adminis-
tration in setting up and operating the system is a must
and this is most difficult to obtain.
E. Teachers do not expect to receive additional
compensation for doing well that which they have con-
tracted to do at a stated salaiy.
However, we have worked out with our teachers an
evaluation program, but it is not used for determining
individual salaries, nor is it connected with monetary
merit awards. It is basically a self-improvement pro-
gram based on ratings of various factors connected with
the teaching profession. The evaluation work is car-
ried out by the principal, helping teacher, superintend-
ent, plus the teachers rating themselves. This is ac-
11
complished once before January 15th and again before
May 1st each school year.
As it will probably take at least a year to determine
how the above program is going to work out, we do
not recommend changing the base or starting rate of our
salary schedule which is $3,700 to $3,900 for the year
1960 and 1961 as suggested in Mr. Bowley's report.
This does put us in a lower salary bracket in compari-
son with the surrounding tovsais, but we feel it is tlie
time to really study the results of om* teachers' work
before recommending any further across the board in-
creases. We do point out that with our schedule, nine
members of our faculty of fomteen will receive in-
creases of approximately 4%. After a year of further
study of the evaluation program, the School Board
will make recommendations on action to be taken at
that time with respect to the salary schedule.
The town of MiHord has received authorization to
expand their school facilities to take care of their own
growing school population plus high school students
from Amherst and Mont Vernon. There is also con-
sideration being given by the Milford School Board
regarding the possibility of taking seventh and eightli
grade students from the two towns. In connection witli
tliis expansion, tliere will be a change in the Milford
curriculum both at the elementary and high school
levels to a plan known as 6-3-3 which will go into ef-
fect September 1, 1961. This means that grades 1 - 6
will be considered as the elementary section, grades
7 - 9 as the junior high school, and grades 10 - 12 as
high school. There will be provision for expanded and
accelerated courses starting widi the 7th grade under
diis program. In order for our high school students
not to be at a disadvantage when entering, it will be
necessary for us to have a similar program in these
grades. After discussing the above and the increase in
the size of the Amherst student body by 1965 with
the population growth committee, it became apparent
12
that our tuition costs plus transportation for sending
students from grades 7 through 12 to Milford would
be roughly between $90,000 to $100,000 a year. Due
to the many financial, curriculum, building, and trans-
portation problems connected with the above changes,
we are asking the district to appoint a committee to
study and make recommendations on some of the fol-
lowing possibilities as well as others which may arise:
1. Sending the 7th and 8th grades to MiLford.
2. Building sufficient additional rooms to keep the
two grades in Amherst.
3. An accelerated program for these grades includ-
ing the necessary teaching staff and equipment to carry
out the same.
4. A junior high school in Amherst composed of
grades 7 - 9 on an accelerated program.
5. Consolidation with surrounding towns to take
care of our high school requirements.
Prior to completion of the study, the committee
may find it necessary to call a district meeting to get
the opinion of the voters on certain important con-
siderations. The report must be completed by January
1, 1961, so that building plans can be started immediate-
ly or Milford notified of action being taken.
During the past several years, the Ways and Means
Committee has suggested we compare the cost of in-
suring the school district property with a stock com-
pany versus that of a mutual company. For those of
you who are not familiar with our present company, it
might be well to mention at this point that it is, and
has been for some time, with a stock company. It was
felt some saving might be realized by placing the in-
surance with a mutual company rather than a stock
company as it is customary for the mutual companies
to pay a yearly dividend. We sent letters to several
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Amherst residents who are in the insurance business
and to a Milford agent who is currently handhng our
pohcy, inviting them to submit quotations. We have
given thorough consideration to all bids submitted and
note tliat the basic rates are comparable. The fact that
the mutual companies pay a dividend is more than
oflFset by these features favoring the present company:
A. Thorough and frequent building inspections by
competent engineers with reports containing recom-
mendations for correcting conditions not meeting stan-
dards.
B. Continuous reduction in rates per $100 of in-
surance from 1953 to date.
C. History of claim settlements in Amherst and
country-wide is excellent.
D. Our present carrier has been helpful in gen-
erally reducing the fire rates in town and acting in an
advisory capacity to the School Board.
Because of the above mentioned considerations, we
recommend keeping our insurance with the present
company.
The reason for the article in the warrant regarding
the boiler in the Brick School is that it would seem de-
sirable to consider converting the present coal fired
boiler to oil fired automatic heat. Bv doing this, the
following would be accomplished:
A. Eliminate a broad range of temperature chang-
es within a room thereby making more comfortable
conditions for studying.
B. Improve health conditions.
C. Reduce general heat loss throughout the build-
mg.
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D. Reduce fuel consumption during winter as well
as in the spring and fall.
E. Eliminate necessity for custodian being in build-
ing at odd hours and thereby allowing him to devote
more time to regular work.
In conjunction with this problem, we are also con-
sidering installing an exhaust fan which will draw the
proper amount of air from each room through ventilat-
ing ducts which are installed but not working properly.
A complete study is being made on both projects by a
registered heating engineer who is sending us a report
which will include the cost of proposed changes. This
survey will be completed in time to present the figures
for your consideration at the district meeting.
The School Board wants to express its appreciation
for the excellent work of our teachers, school nurse,
art and music supervisors, the helping teacher — Miss
Connolly, and Superintendent Bowley in the field of
education. They have been of great help in giving the
Board professional advice during the year.
We trust that you will give the needs and problems
of the public school serious consideration in the light
of today's educational requirements and request your








I herewith present my 21st annual report, consisting
of this discussion together with other reports printed
herewith
:
Schools Are Big Business
The following table indicates what size this Super-
visory Union has become. One needs only to add this to
the other Supervisory Unions in this State and then
to the other States to understand the magnitude of
Schools as a Business in this Country. Since this unit
and New Hampshire is so small as compared with hun-
dreds of others, it is no wonder many people do not
realize what goes on here or in the Nation with respect
to education.
1958 - 59
No. of No. of No. of Total
District Pupils Teachers Schools Expenditures
Amherst * 368 12 2 $136,032.16
Brookline ** 123 4 2 57,125.20
Hollis 375 17 2 131,526.97
Milford 1143 46 3 339,779.36
Mont Vernon * 79 3 1 35,295.04
2088 82 10 $699,758.73
*Does not include Tuition Pupils to other Districts.
Adding the pupils Brookline sends to Nashua to the
2088 listed above and dividing, we find an over-all pu-
pil cost of approximately $325. Readers may think this
is high. If so, we must compare this with reported costs
in New Hampshiie of $388.72. Since our costs are part
of this latter figure and are lower, then there must be
many school units with a higher pupil cost in order to
arrive at the $388.72 figure.
Salaries
Item 6 of the Budget refers to the Teacher's Salaries
and constitutes the largest amount in the total. For
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some time now, we have tried to consider salaries on a
percentage basis, using a beginner's starting-salary as
100% and advancing each year by 4% for varying
numbers of years. At the present, this starting-salary is
$3700. Teachers of experience receive more by some 4%
to 32% . We have three classes of preparation: 1. Those
without a degree— whose salaries may range from 92%
to 116% of the base. 2. Those with a Bachelor's degree
-1007o to 124%. 3. Those with a Master's degree
-
108% to 132%. Not all the districts have all of these
features, all have some of them.
Now I feel the base must be changed and have rec-
ommended in my budgets to School Boards, $3900
as the 100% base. Our study of salaries prompts these
rewards to justify this base.
A. Beginners next September will demand and get
much more than the present $3700.




N. H. average $4356.
S.U. No. 40 median $4144.
Our median is thus $212 lower than N. H/s average,
$956 lower than Mass. (our greatest competitor) and
$881 lower than the National average.
C. Massachusetts will be on a $4000 minimum for
1960-61 - this by law. (A nearby district in N. H. is
already on this minimum.
)
D. The average starting pay of women college grad-
uates of 1957 ( three years ago — when our base salary
was $3200):
Chemist $4847. Mathematics $4675.
Nurse $3875. Teachers $3799.
All occupations $3739.
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E. Therefore, to compete for and to maintain the
adequate teaching staff this Union expects, I recom-
mend an increase in the base of $200. This would bring
us up to challenging distance of present scales and
maintain a status quo; an increase of $300. would allow
this Union to compete for teaching services with the
expected increase in states and districts surrounding us.
The Staff
Some changes have taken place since the last report,
two by teachers leaving and two by additional positions.
Mrs. Gagnon and Mrs. Young are no longer with us.
In their places, we have Mrs. Wheeler and Mrs. Wilcox.
Mrs. Jane Knowlton and Mr. Kelley are the two addi-
tional members of our Sta£F. Mr. William Childs returns
to his former Art position, replacing Mr. Parente.
The Future
Someone has said that we must look to the future
because that is where we will spend the rest of our
lives. Therefore, we make a budget for the future, we
look into the years to come and examine our needs.
A need or not — it seems to me necessary to plot
now the course Amherst school-organization is to take
for the near future. If grade 7 and 8 are to be retained,
what eflFect that may have upon housing arrangements
for all grades? If grades 7 and 8 are to be transported
to Milford, what are the costs ( at home or transported )
,
what are the advantages and disadvantages? Com-
parison of expected program in Amherst with Milford?
Federal funds for Science and Mathematics Equip-
ment have been available for matching this year and
much good equipment has been purchased this year.
More is anticipated for next year and a budget item
for matching is included. Also a new motion picture
projector is contemplated if my budget is approved.
Continuous painting or re-decorating is an estab-
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lished policy. I hope you continue on a plan to keep
the rooms in good condition.
I am deeply grateful to the School Board, Teachers
and Citizens for their continued good eflForts and inter-







Individual Differences Among Children
in Supervisory Union No. 40
In spite of what we would like to believe, all chil-
dren are not created equal. There is nothing we can
do to alter that fact. But all children are entitled to
an equal opportunity to be educated, regardless of the
inequalities of their creation. The educational program
in this union is continually improving in ways and means
of doing this. However, we must continue to find bet-
ter ways.
A study of the results of our recent testing program
shows very clearly many of these inequalities. It will
also give some indication of the many problems en-
countered by our teachers in attempting to give an
equal education to all their children.
Consider the following table as a means of classi-
fying individuals according to their abihty:
Below I.Q. 75 — Retarted, needing special education.
I.Q. 75-85 — Slow learner, requiring extra time and
extra help.
I.Q. 86-119 — Range of slow to average to rapid
learners.
I.Q. 120-140 — Rapid learners, including gifted,
needing enrichment or possible acceleration.
I.Q. 141 and over — Gifted to genius, needing spe-
cial education.
Of a total of 861 children in this Union in grades
two, three, four, and five tested this year,
19 scored I.Q. 74 or less
40 scored between I.Q. 75 and 85
562 scored between I.Q. 86 and 119
223 scored between I.Q. 120 and 140
17 scored between I.Q. 141 and 162
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We realize that no test is infallible and that for
some children it is but a rough estimate of their ability.
In any case this survey has many implications for us.
1. A program designed to meet the needs of the
average group cares for most of the children.
2. To be most effective an educational program
must meet the requirements of all children.
3. Those chidren at either extreme should have a
special program.
4. The grouping of children according to their
needs is a way of providing for their differences.
While the program for caring for the gifted within
our present classroom structure is increasingly produc-
tive there seems to be no good solution to the problems
of the retarded. It seems hardly fair to anyone con-
cerned that these children are not given the special
type of education which is impossible to find in a regu-
lar classroom. It requires a specially trained teacher,
special materials and consideration to give these chil-
dren the equal educational opportunity they deserve.
There are enough of them to warrant a special, but not
segregated, classroom somewhere within this union. It
is a real challenge. What can we do about it?
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the
School Boards, Superintendent, parents and associates







To Superintendent of Schools, Mr. Harold C. Bowley,
Members of the Amherst School Board, and Citizens
of Amherst:
Following is my second report to you of the Am-
herst Elementary Schools.
We have to date 373 students in the Clark and
Brick Schools. This represents an increase of about 15
over last year, A point of interest, it represents an in-
crease of 180 over ten years ago in the first eight grades,
or about 18 per year. These students are in 13 class-
rooms for an average of 29 per room. We have added
another class to the Clark School, held in the basement
room, and taught by Mrs. Richard Wilcox, a teacher
new to Amherst but with eighteen years of experience.
Mrs. Wilcox replaced Mrs. Virginia Young at Thanks-
giving time. Mrs. Young left for family reasons. Anoth-
er new teacher at the Clark School is Mrs. Carl Knowl-
ton who is teaching first grade. Mrs. Knowlton has had
three years experience. She is a graduate of Plymouth
Teachers College.
The other teachers at the Clark School are: Mrs.
Dwight Brown, first and second combination; Mrs.
Elmer Greenhalgh, second grade; Mrs. George McCee,
third grade; Mrs. George Kittredge, third and fourth
grade combination; and Miss Charlotte Boutelle, fourth
grade.
At the Brick School, the classes are as they were
last year w^ith few exceptions. Mrs. Kenneth Wheeler
has come back after a year's absence to take Mrs. Eva
Gagnon's place as fifth and sixth grade combination
teacher. Mrs. Gagnon moved to New Ipswich. Mr.
Francis Kelley was hired to teach math and science in
the Junior High to replace Mr. Groves for full time su-
pervision and administration as Principal. Mr. Kelley
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is a graduate of St. Anselm's College. The other teach-
ers are: Mrs. Dwight Richardson, fifth grade teacher;
Mrs. Robert Bickford, sixth grade teacher; Mr. Aldeii
Hoyt, junior high English teacher, baseball and basket-
ball coach; and Mr. John Karakostas, junior high social
studies and science teacher.
Mr. John Bowler left in October to accept a position
with the N. H. Highway Department, and Mr. Merton
Byrd was hired to replace him as janitor for the schools.
Mr. John Progris left in the spring of last year and
was replaced by Mr. Laszlo Kertesz, who is the Direc-
tor of Music at High Mowing School in Wilton. Mr.
Kertesz has done a remarkable job with the children
with musical instruments, and through his efforts we
have had the pleasure of listening to a concert in the
Town Hall at Christmas. Mr. Kertesz has also been able
to secure instruments for the band at greatly reduced
prices through government surplus.
Miss Wheeler teaches singing in each of the grades
once a week, and in the junior high she has formed a
glee club of thirty-five members. It was through Miss
Wheeler's efforts that our graduation program last June
had such fine music. She spent many hours with the
eighth graders getting them ready for the closing exer-
cises in June. At the closing exercises in June we award-
ed 28 diplomas to those who had completed eighth
grade work.
Mrs. Gill left nursing in the school district during the
summer, and Mrs. Scott Gangloff has taken over those
duties.
Mr. William Childs has returned from a tour of duty
in the Army and resumed his position as Director of
Art in Amherst and Milford. Mr. Ralph Parente, who
was filling in while Mr. Childs was gone, has resumed
his studies at Penn State.
Mr. Malcolm Clark has contributed a great deal in-
directly to the education of the children in Amherst by
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his willingness to transport children on educational
field trips throughout the state. He has also widened
the recreational pleasures of the junior high by trans-
porting them evenings on several occasions. Mr. Clark
also transports the Clark School children to and from
the cafeteria during inclement weather. I would like
to publicly thank him at this time for his gracious serv-
ices.
The Annex is again serving as a bus depot for the
bus students in the morning and afternoon. During the
day the building is in almost constant use. People of
the Brick School use it for musical instruction; all the
art classes are held in the Annex; it is used to show mo-
tion pictures, film strip programs, for recreational pur-
poses, and many other uses.
If some of you in the vilage have wondered why
you haven't heard the bell atop the Brick School lately,
it is because the T.E.A. has purchased and had installed
in the school a new electric bell system.
I would like to say at this time that it is my sincere
belief that Amherst has a very good school system. A
pupil who maintains a good scholastic average through
the eight grades in Amherst Elementary Schools need
not fear for his academic ability in competition with
pupils from other schools. He will receive more than
sufficient background to hold his own. The school's
curriculum, teaching staff, and pupil-record compare
more than favorably with other schools in over-all com-
parison.
To keep the situation growing and improving, many
of your teachers have been taking courses on their own
time and showing a willingness to advance and to use
their individual talents to improve your school.
Another step, quite recently undertaken, is a pro-
gram of self-evaluation for personal improvement. This
evaluation is done bv the teacher himself and bv the
supervisors and administrators. A summary is then
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made available to the teacher for his use in determin-
ing need for improvement. It is through such action
and programs that the educational system here in Am-
herst has progressed to an academic level that we can
be proud of.
I would like to express my thanks and sincere ap-
preciation to the Superintendent, Amherst School
Board, teachers, and all others connected in any way







(For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1958 to June 30, 1959)
TOTAL RECEIPTS $136,028 44
TOTAL PAYMENTS 135,984 96
Cash balance, June 30, 1959
PAYMENTS IN DETAIL
July 1, 1958 to June 30, 1959
ADMINISTRATION
1. Salaries of District Officers:
James Enright, school board
Prentice Shethar, school board
James \\'alker, school board
Curtis Worthen, school board
Charlotte M. Dreyer, treasurer
Charlotte M. Dreyer, clerk







9. Salaries of Others 544 80
10. Other Expenses of Instruction:
Catherine Hammond, lip reading $250 00
Other expenses 470 45
720 45
OPERATION OF SCHOOL PLANT
11. Salary of Custodians:
John Bowler ***3,823 31
***This amount includes deductions for:
Income tax $288.00
Social Security $108.00
12. Fuel or Heat:
Elementary 1,631 27
13. Water, Light, Supplies and Expenses:
Elementary 2,074 49
MAINTENANCE OF SCHOOL PLANT




Alexandre Law, M.D. $200 00
Treas., Supervisory Union No. 40,













BALANCE SHEET - JUNE 30, 1959
ASSETS
Cash on hand, June 30, 1959 $ 43 48
Net Debt (excess of habihties over assets) 14,956 52
TOTAL $15,000 00
LIABILITIES
Notes and Bonds Outstanding $15,000 00
Indebtedness June 30, 1959




HAROLD C. ROWLEY, Superintendent.
INSURANCE COVERAGE
21/2 Story Brick School $59,000 00
Park Street School Building 6,500 00




(Required Iw the State Board of Education from all
State Aided Districts)
This is to certify that we have examined the books
and other financial records of the School Board of Am-
herst of which this is a true summary for the fiscal year







REPORT OF HEALTH SUPERVISION - 1958-59
Dr. Alexandre Law, M.D., Examiner
(Mrs.) Virginia Gill, R.N., School Nurse
The total number of children examined 205
Tuberculosis Tests 127
Chest X-rays 3




Defective Tonsils and Adenoids 8 6
Defective Teeth 36 30
Cardiac Disease 1 1
Orthopedic 4 2
Acne 1 1
Defective Vision 13 10
Defective Hearing 2 2
Defective Scalp 1 1
Parents were informed of all the above cases.
Diseases Reported:
SCHOOL POPULATION COMMITTEE REPORT
On the basis of September 1, 1959 census figures
of all children of school and pre-school age and an
analysis of the growth which has continued since pre-
vious year's census, your committee would normally,
at this time, recommend the addition of two more rooms
to the Clark School for the start of classes in 1961. Our
classrooms are becoming crowded and some of the
teaching load is abnormally heavy. Use has been made
of the over-flow room in the Clark School and practical-
ly everything will be up to capacity for the year 1960-61.
However, as your School Board points out, the town
is faced with making a decision which may involve
sending pupils from our seventh and eighth grades,
to Milford, as tuition students. An alternative to this
is that sufficient facilities be provided in Amherst for
handling our grades seven through nine as a Junior
High School. There is much to be said for this latter
plan from the long range point of view even though we
might end up with some kind of consolidation scheme
with other towns; we must recognize tliat the capacity
of the Brick School will have to be replaced over some
period of years.
The economics and other possible advantages of
the above or other methods for improving our school
system should be thoroughly investigated. For some
time it has been the feeling of a good many members
of our school community that the State could help to
improve the cost of operating relatively small schools,
such as we have in Amherst and Milford, by providing
regional vocational schools. This would tend to elim-
inate the costly shop and specialized-activity rooms and
teaching staff while providing better facilities in the
regional schools. Milford might be the base of such
a regional school to which, in the case of Amherst, those
students who chose vocational training could be sent
as tuition students.
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It should not be forgotten, also, that there is still
an underlying need for consolidation with the School
systems of other towns and that this should be kept
in mind by anyone considering our year to year prob-
lems. Where advanced thinking has brought about such
consolidations in otlier areas and states, the gain in
school standards has been great.
We recommend, therefore, that the School Board,
with supplementary help if necessary, be instructed to
make a thorough study of all possibilities for handling,
adequately, our increasing school population and to
bring to a Special School District Meeting, or to the
next regular meeting, as they see fit, their recommenda-













Number of pupils registered during year:
Boys 202; Girls 166
Enrollment by grades:
1-42; 11-63; III-43; IV-48;
V-45; VI-47; VII-47; VIII-33
Average membership in grades 1-8
Percent of attendance in grades 1-8
Number not absent or tardy during year













Four Years: Gail Boutelle
Two Years: Wayne Balcom
School Year - 1958-59
Grade 1: Corrine Duval
Grade 2: Jill Kennedy, Charles Sullivan, Stephen
Young
Grade 3: Dean Ladoux, Robert Nichols
Grade 4: Jacqueline Flandreau, Glenn Plummer
Grade 6: Wayne Balcom, Gail Boutelle
Grade 7: Dexter Howe, Alvin Long, Selma Piper
Grade 8: Gary Burgess
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AMHERST PUPILS GRADUATING FROM
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AMHERST TUITION PUPILS ATTENDING
MILFORD HIGH SCHOOL - 1959-60
Grade 9-26
Grade 10 - 38
Grade 11 - 25
Grade 12 - 18
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SYNOPSIS OF AMHERST SCHOOL MEETING
March 6, 1959
Meeting was called to order by Creeley S. Buchanan,
Moderator, at 8:05 P. M. Rev. Joseph Eaton offered
prayer.
The Moderator asked if there no objections he would
would dispense with the reading of the warrant. No
objections.
Article 1. Creeley S. Buchanan was unanimously
elected Moderator for the ensuing year.
Article 2. Charlotte M. Dreyer was unanimously
elected School Clerk for the ensuing year.
Article 3. James Enright was unanimously elected
member of the School Board for three years.
Article 4. Charlotte M. Dreyer was unanimously
elected School Treasurer for the ensuing year.
Article 5. Curtis Worthen moved this article be
passed — to take it up under School Budget. So Moved.
Article 6. Prentice Shethar moved this article be
passed because there were no special reports to be
submitted at this time and to accept reports as printed
in the Town Report. Carried.
Article 7. George H. Howard and Orson H. Brag-
don were unanimously elected to serve as Auditors for
the School District.
Article 8. Prentice Shethar gave a detailed explana-
tion of each item of the Budget from 1 to 5 inclusive.
Roland Eraser requested the first five items be accepted
under administration. Carried.
Item 6. Teachers Salaries: Prentice Shethar ex-
plained in detail the teachers' increase in salaries and
also the need for two new teachers. At the time the
Town Report was printed one new teacher was suffi-
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cient. However, the increase in student participation
since the first of the year now warrants two new
teachers. Roland Fraser, of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee, recommended that the School Board be author-
ized to hire two new teachers. Curtis Worthen,
Chairman of the School Board, made the motion and
it was seconded. Carried. This motion changed the
School Budget salaries from $60,722.40 to $64,422.40.
At this time Roland Fraser, representing the Ways
and Means Committee, presented their committee find-
ing. They felt a merit rating system put into effect
as soon as possible would be of help to the school
board on major pay raises, therefore they asked the
Ways and Means recommendation. Carried.
Budget items 7 to 16 inclusive were itemized and
explained by James Walker. The Ways and Means
Committee recommended approval. Carried.
Curtis Worthen explained items 17 to 27 inclusive.
The Ways and Means Committee recommended ap-
proval. Carried.
Moved that the District raise and appropriate $158,-
347.64 for the support of schools, for the salaries of
the School District officials and agents, and for pay-
ment of statutory obligations of the district, and to
authorize the application against said appropriation
of such sums as are estimated to be received from
the state foundation aid fund together with other
income; the School Board to certify to the selectmen
the balance between the estimated revenue and the
appropriation, which balance is to be raised by taxes
by the town. Carried.
Article 9. Prentice Shethar moved that the dis-
trict raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 as a
deficiency appropriation payable on or before June 1,
1959, to compensate for increased tuition costs. Ways
and Means recommended approval. Carried.
Article 10. James Walker moved that the district
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raise and appropriate the sum of $321.49 to purchase
new folding tables for the school lunchroom. The Ways
and Means Committee recommend that no money be
raised or appropriated for this purpose this year. Ways
and Means recommendation carried.
Article 11. Curtis Worthen moved that the district
authorize the school board to make application for and
to accept, on behalf of the district, all grants or other
funds for educational purposes which may now or
hereafter be forthcoming from the United States Gov-
ernment or from the State of New Hampshire or from
any other source. Ways and Means Committee re-
commend approval. Carried.
Article 12. Prentice Shethar moved that the dis-
trict, by appointment by the Moderator, appoint a
committee of five citizens to study a cooperative school
with other districts and to raise and appropriate the
sum of $200.00 for their use in preparing preliminary
plans. Ways and Means Committee recommend ap-
proval. Carried.
Article 14. No new business. This article was acted
upon before Article 13 because of the request of a
recessed meeting in Article 13.
Article 13. James Walker mo\'ed that this annual
meeting be not adjourned but, instead, recessed to
May 2, 1959 at this same place at the hour of eight
o'clock P. M. and that consideration of Article 13 of
the warrant be deferred until that time. Ways and
Means recommend approval. Carried.
A rising vote of thanks and a hearty applause was
given Mr. Curtis Worthen for his years of service on
the School Board.





AMHERST RECESSED SCHOOL MEETING
May 2, 1959
Meeting was called to order by Creeley S. Buchanan,
Moderator, at 8:00 P. M. Harold S. Wilkins, Sr., offered
prayer.
At this time the Moderator made two rulings:
1. If a checklist ballot is requested, that a majority
vote make a decision.
2. That consideration of Article 13, as voted at
the school district meeting March 6, 1959 be acted upon,
and that no other discussion take place at this meeting.
James Enright, School Board member, appealed the
Moderator's ruling and asked for an open discussion.
Mr. Carl Merrill asked for a checklist ballot vote on the
appeal. The Moderator ruled that the request for a
checklist ballot vote was out of order at this time. Af-
ter much discussion Mr. Enright's appeal was carried.
In regard to Article 13, James Enright, School Board
member and representative of the advisory study com-
mittee, gave a detailed explanation of the committee's
findings. Following a discussion, it was recommended
that Article 13 of the warrant be tabled without action.
This action is recommended in view of the uncertainty
of votes to be taken on similar articles at other re-
cessed school meetings to be held concurrently with
the meeting of Amherst May 2, 1959. This recom-
mendation carried.
That the study committee committee appointed
pursuant to Article 12 of the warrant continue in exist-
ence in order that it will be available for further study
in any direction should the need arise. Carried.
That grades 7 and 8 be sent to Milford on a tuition
basis in addition to grades 9 through 12 if Milford
votes to continue acceptance of Amherst tuition stu-
dents. The committee is of the opinion that this would
greatly improve the curriculum available to pupils of
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grades 7 and 8, and the need for further school build-
ing construction in Amherst would be postponed
indefinitely. Moved and seconded to table this rec-
ommendation indefinitely. Carried.
Leo Lutz moved to reconsider the total school budget
appropriation of $158,347.64. Mrs. Kruger questioned
the legality of Mr. Lutz's motion and asked to have
the motion restated.
Mr. Lutz restated his motion to reconsider line 6 in
the school budget, teachers' salaries, of $62,238.40.
Seconded. Mr. Kruger questioned the legality of this
motion, much discussion followed, however Mr. Lutz's
motion was carried by a standing vote, 76 to 19.
Following an explanation by My. Shethar, chairman
of the school board, he recommended adopting the
report of the school board, increasing line 6, teachers'
salaries, to $64,422.40.
At this time Roland Fraser read a report on behalf of
the Ways and Means Committee, recommending dis-
approval of the salary increases as proposed by the
school board, but did recommend an increase of
$1,050.00 to a total of $63,288.40 for the amount to be
raised and appropriated for the school board in hiring
teachers at starting salaries equivalent to those in other
towns of the District Union and in providing merited
raises where tops of scales on $3550.00 base have not
been reached.
Mr. Harold Wilkins, Sr., moved that the report of
the Ways and Means Committee be substituted for the
report of the School Board. Seconded.
A discussion followed this motion in which Mr.
Shethar read the individual teacher salary figures; two
are at the minimum base scale, and the rest are over
the base scale. Mr. Wilkins' motion not carried.
It was moved and seconded that recommendation
be amended to instruct the school board to study the
suggested valuation system and report at the next regu-
lar District School Meeting.
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Mr. Carl Merrill now moved for a checklist ballot
vote on the school board recommendation. The Mod-
erator asked for a standing vote on Mr. Merrill's request.
48 to 36. Carried.
The Moderator appointed the following: Newell
Crolius and John Wenzel to distribute ballots; Louis
Heaton, Dwight Richardson and James Jones on the
Checklist; and Otto Neugebauer, Arnold Wight, Jr.,
and Harold Wilkins, Jr., as Tellers.
Meeting recessed for the completion of the voting.
The result of the voting was as follows:
Total number of votes cast 98
In favor of recommendation 58
Opposed to recommendation 40
Carried.
No other business was brought before this meeting.
Meeting adjourned at 10:45 P. M.
CHARLOTTE M. DREYER,
School District Clerk.
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